Saiga 12 parts diagram

The Saiga semi-automatic rifle from the Russian family of AK-series rifles has been re-designed
to accommodate those looking for the reliability of an AK from a non-military weapon. While
very few were originally manufactured, they have gained popularity after being re-born in the
late s as a powerful hunting rifle for big to medium-sized game. Due to recent Russian export
bans, finding aftermarket replacement parts from the Desert Fox Sales online store is the best
way to buy Saiga AK parts although, current Saiga AK owners are allowed to sell their firearms
in the secondary market. We have everything you will need to replace and repair all Saiga AK
parts at the most affordable prices anywhere online. Nav Menu 2. Gift Certificate. Purchase a gift
certificate for the amount of your choosing! Vepr thumb hole stock cap and screw. In Stock.
Original Saiga front sight block. Take off. Comes on portion of barrel. Rifle take off. Original
Russion. Style may vary slightly. Will fit a wide variety of barrels. Allows you to easily mount
tactical gear. Original Russian Saiga stock set. In good condition. Original Molot Vepr. Saiga 12
hand guard with rails. Case is approximatly 41 inches long. These were treated to be semi water
resistant. Wood Saiga stock set. May have minor dings. No items found matching the search
criteria. Everyone knows that parts for guns must be of highest class. Details of poor quality
and lack of proper care not only reduce working capacity but can also cause an accident. That
is why the choice of these elements must be taken seriously. We offer a wide inventory of AK
builds at factory price. Accessories and spare parts for weapons are produced in Russia and
the US with good record of durability, so very popular. Sign in or register. Cart is empty.
Become a dealer. Buy Now. Coyote Cerakote, 24x1. ProMag Archangel 7. Black, AAR Dust
Cover, Black, AK Tactical Pistol Grip. Black, AG Black, AKST. Set of measuring gauges 5,45 mm
by ME. AK Folding Stock Set. Russian Walnut. AK Folder, 5. Russian C Russian Cherry. Cheek
R Muzzle Brake by Strela. Vepr Wood Furniture Set. AR style. Blonde, Vepr AR style. Folding
stock mechanism. Coyote Tan by "K Fixed Stock Adapter. Folding Telescopic Buttstock with
Cheek R Fixed Telescopic Buttstock with Cheek Ris Precision scope mount extra for AK base
Precision scope mount for Dragunov Sniper Precision scope mount for AK based rifles
Cerakote, Soviet AKSU. Black Anodized Handguard Muzzle brake cal. Dust Cover, Black, ,
Tactical Collapsible Buttstock by ME. Black, , SAND, Black, Email Stay Connected. Contact us
info legionusainc. FAQ Answers to all you questions. I am pretty early into the painfully slow
process of educating myself on Saiga shotguns specifically the Saiga I came across a scan of
the Saiga manual somewhere it might have been here? I haven't found any larger pictures of
that diagram, so I scanned that page in at a much larger size and photoshopped it so that the
picture was clean; and while being quite large, the actual file size is small enough that it should
load fairly quickly for most people. I shrank the picture down a little, so I have a larger version
of it too. I think the pic I'm posting is big enough larger than the the actual pic in the booklet for
all purposes, but PM me if you would like the BIGger version or a smaller version. I figured it
could be useful for some people to have this picture for reference, and I have some questions
about it so it could certainly be of use to me for starters. I have noticed that some of the parts
seem to be? I think it would be very helpful to myself and other newbies if those of you who are
more familiar with the Saiga 12 could post the commonly used names of the parts here. The
parts are numbered, so it would probably be simplest to just post the part , and the common
name s for the part. I'll post the picture, and then the first questions that come to mind, though
I'm sure I'll eventually have more. Actually, first I have a question about pictures posted on this
site that's been bugging me. I've searched for the answer and posted this question in another
thread, but still haven't come up with an answer. When I tried posting a large pic directly to this
site via the gallery, it automatically shrank it down, which is why the pics I'm posting are hosted
on imageshack. But the main problem is that I can't download pics that are posted here! When I
click on a thumbnail, the pic pops up in a flash window. So I can't download the images, and to
add insult to injury, it shows how many times the image has been downloaded. I think it's an
issue with the flash interface, but obviously some people can download images posted here,
why can't I?! How does that work?? Anyways, here is the exploded diagram of the stock Saiga
12 and it's parts :. OK, now for my other questions. Most of the questions that I have right now
about parts involve the gas system and it's components. I see part 3 is called the Gas Cylinder,
which sounds like it may be the Gas Tube, but it looks like the part it's pointing to is the middle
of the barrel? I've heard people talking about taking out and cleaning out the gas tube, and the
area it's pointing to on the diagram doesn't look like something that you could take out or get to
for cleaning other than maybe running a patch down the barrel. Is it part 4, the Tube with
End-Piece? That would make a little more sense, though that seems like more of a cylinder than
a tube. I've heard it referred to as a piston, but in diagram it says stopper? Those names seem
kind of backwards to me. But then the safety is called "selector with sector" In fact I found a
post where someone posted pics of their gas plug, and it is the part labeled the stopper on the
diagram. I've heard the Gas plug referred to by SO many names that I'm thoroughly confused,

and I'm also getting mixed messages about if it counts for r or not? I was going to ask Where
the gas port holes were, but since I started writing this post I found the answer. So I wanted to
know how to check and see how many gas ports are in the gun before doing a conversion, so I
don't void the warranty if it needs some work done. I was under the impression that the gun had
to be completely taken apart to see them, because that's what some fool told me. When I was
checking out the Saigas at the gun show last week, I was asking somebody either the guy
selling them or someone who was also looking at them , and that's what I was told. So I was
surprised when I found out all I had to do was unscrew the gas plug, piston, puck, stopper,
whatever it's called? I'm just quite annoyed that I didn't know that then, but oh well, I know now.
Well I could answer all this and even write up a better description of all the parts because to be
honest with you, I used to get just as frazzled and confuzzled by trying to decipher wtf they are
saying is what That part they are calling the "gas cylinder", I refer to as the "gas manifold". It's
the manifold where the pressurized gasses do their work, and react with the "piston" All the
parts of the bolt are labled correctly To clean the gas tube, remove the blind plug gas plug,
regulator To check how many holes or "gas ports" you have in your barrel, unscrew the plug
and look down in the hole in the bottom of the manifold. You should see 4 on an optimum 19" S,
some of the newer ones have 3. Then there are still others with less than 3, and some of them
partially blocked by a misaligned gas block, or manifold I even saw one new gun recently with
only ONE port The S is a whole different beast than the rest of the AK family There are parts
with different names than most people are used to, who have been around AKs for years. That's
one thing that makes this manual so fucked up to try and go by when wanting to learn about it.
Your best bet is to do just what you did Ok did I miss anything Dude I love that avatar! I was
imagining that today when I passed by a group of parked wheel chairs near the front door of a
hospital. They even have one that's a "double wide" version I guess it's for those who can't
quite squeeze into one? What we need is a pic like that photoshopped with Chin and Chang or
whatever those famous Siamese Twins were called , in the double wide chair with each one
manning an S strapped to an arm! I wonder if there's a way around that. It sucks when I want to
save a pic and can't. I've sure enough posted enough of em up here over the years I'll ask Max
about that when I talk to him soon. Nothing has changed as far as posting pics though I just
post them directly from my hard drive after saving them small enough to post here without
eating up bandwidth. I shrink them to pixles in my image software, then upload them into my
posts. If you want to make them bigger to see upclose, all you have to do is left click on them.
You know. I had about the same level of frustration as the OP. I even started a saiga glossary to
post here, that I haven't had time to finish. Of course you and everyone else here already know
that. Thank you for answering my questions, you even answered some that I hadn't asked yet!
That cleared a LOT up for me, muchas gracias! Wow, 1 port?! I've heard of them coming with
anywhere from , but 1?! That sounds like an Everclear special or whatever the Russian
equivalent of Everclear is! I'd also heard that many of the newer S12s have 3 small ports, which
sounds like it may be roughly the same as a gun with 2 "regular" size ports? I wonder if that
would qualify for warranty work? Yeah, I'm very glad I have this forum full of long-time Saiga
experts to learn from; because the engrish manual is entirely less than clear, and usually more
confusing than enlightening. I WISH my avatar was a personal pic, but unfortunately it's just a
gem I found somewhere in the net that I immediately fell in love with. I'd go with some heavy
duty straps, leather, or at least duct tape. Many gimps are "double-wide". With some people,
that's part of how they were injured or lost their mobility in the first place. Even just standard
walking around, like most people do every day like I used to do pretty much all day , burns a fair
amount of fat and helps keep the body in shape, at least somewhat. I am at the point where it
would REALLY help to be able to go through the pic thread and galleries and save all of the pics
of the Saiga configurations that I like, so I can start picking out conversion parts. When I get a
minute, I'll to revise the exploded parts diagram pic with all the correct terms, thanks again for
providing all of those! GunFun - That would be awesome if you could finish and post a Saiga
glossary! That is one of the things I was thinking this site could use to make it a little more
"Newb friendly". I am trying to figure out all of the many tediously technical terms and
acronyms, so I just started working on something like that, but only have about 3 entries so far
BHO, FCG, and I forget the term I have a brief definition for. Does the image pop up in a flash
window when you click on the thumbnail? I know the picture I posted doesn't because it's not
hosted on this forum, but MOST of the pictures posted here. I wonder if it has anything to do
with my forum settings? OK, I edited the picture and changed the names of the parts to the
names that Cobra suggested Thanks Cobra! Here it is, take a look and see if this looks more
accurate:. I dunno, I'm pretty new to all this and my brain isn't wired for technical details. Cobra
said "All the parts of the bolt are labled correctly I started this thread because I was trying to
figure out which parts people were talking about since the manual uses different names for

them, so the more input I get on this the better, I just want to end up with the most accurate
parts list possible. Part 22 strikes the primer, so it's the striker I guess. Can't address Russian
syntax. OK, I'm going to switch firing pin and striker. I don't really know what a striker is, but
now that I think about it, I took my S12 apart when I got it and looked at the bolt, containing
those two pieces; and the part that is labeled the striker in this diagram sure as hell looks like a
firing pin to me. It's the part that hits the primer cap is that the right term? OK, well I thought I
had that part figured out, but now we've got a different vote. Let's get some more opinions and
see if we can reach a consensus. Every gun that I every owned, the primer was stuck by a firing
pin. To me the sequence would be pull the hammer, hammer hits the striker which in turn
strikes the firing pin which then ignites the primer causing the gun to fire. People have been
referring to it as a firing pin for so long now with all these later model guns experiencing
problems with them breaking, and gunfixr and now Tony making new replacements for them,
the part has become known as a firing pin. Call it what you want but Izhmash calls it a striker.
Like tritium said, it does strike the primer. I think it could go either way which is why I said it
that way. I have the Izhmash catalog here in front of me, with exploded diagrams for all their
rifles and shotguns, and that's the way it's printed in there so why confuse the issue any farther.
But if we are going to come up with an Americanized version of the manual, then the firing pin
really should be 22 just to make things easy. Over the years, the names of some parts have
changed in how we refer to them, like the piston and bolt carrier extension I don't really think it
should be referred to as an op rod because that's a countable compliance part and it would only
spur confusion. Again I am open to suggestions for further change if something in this diagram
is commonly referred to here by another name, so let me know if anything else needs to be
changed. I hope this Americanized Saiga 12 exploded parts diagram helps clear up some
confusion and some people find it helpful. I'd think that it could be useful for newbies trying to
learn about this fantastic firearm, and could help them as a reference when converting,
cleaning, and tinkering with their Saiga You could try switching to firefox for a browser. I have
no problems with being able to right click and save image. Haven't tried with IE. I've been using
Firefox for the better part of a decade, it's great, aside from a bookmark glitch I've been getting
lately. IE blows, but I won't get into all that. I've never had a problem right-clicking on a regular
image to save, but this forum's flash interface is different. I'm not sure what changed, but I get a
save option now in the bottom-right corner of the image frame that pops up; when I click on it
the image opens in a new standard html tab and from there I can save the image, so that
problem seems to be solved. Now I just have to study all of the MANY Saiga 12 pix I've
downloaded and try and process the overwhelming mass of tangled technical info I've found to
figure out how I'm going to rebuild my ultimate boomstick. I'm running Firefox 3. Are you sure
you don't have some Add-on that's messing things up? You can post now and register later. If
you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75
emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
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